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Information Science Road Trip

With Great Power…Comes a Return to our Information Roots?

Congratulations, Dr. Kuhlthau!

Attention Doctoral Students: This Video Is for You!

Introducing the What Makes This Paper Great? Series at INFIDEOS?

Optimizing New Technologies, Knowledge Management and Service Delivery in Public Libraries

The Social Nature of Information
Hotel Workers Adapt to a Changing Industry

Arbiters of Truth

The History of Information Science in 30 Seconds?

Cognitive Authority: Are You Attending to this Double-Edged Sword?

Introducing INFideos: Information Science Videos on YouTube

Artificial Intelligence: What Are We Trying to Achieve?

Deep Learning and the Evolution of Useful Information

A Holiday Gift to Information Science

Wikipedia Infoboxes: The Big Data Source for Knowledge Bases behind Alexa and Siri Virtual Assistants

Informated Food, Part 1
Informated Food, Part 2

Social Network Analysis, Part 2

Social Network Analysis, Part 1